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Editor's TalkNodepartmnent of a weekly paper is more important than
its fiction departmnent. In Canada the publishers of
perîodicals 'have found it exceedingly difficuit to keep
their fiction features up to, the standard set biy the New

York and London.publications. There are two reasons behind
this diffîcuity. The smaller population means smaller circula-
tion, and smnaller circulation means less ability to pay the high
price which first-elass fiction comnmands in the English-speaking
world. In the second place the publishers desire and the people
demand a certain amount of Canadian fiction although Canadian
story writers are less numerous and less skilled in the art of
cre'ating good stories.'

We have made an earnest effort to use Canadian fiction -when-
ever it was available. When it was not to be f ound, we have
substituted fiction produced by British writers. We were'quite
delighted to be able 'to. publiali "The Wildcatters," by S. A.
White, a Can adian author, who had already won some reputa-
tion at home and abroad. TIhe interest taken in the story, whicli
is now ýcomplete, has been quite satisfactory. It is equally.
pleasant to be able to announce that the next serial story in
the "Canadian Courier" is also by a Canadian writer. "The
Runners of the Air," by Charles G. ID. Roberts, is a European
story of universýal interest. Its background is an adventure
which befeil some ambitious aviators who had political designs on
one of the Balkan states. In literary quality and story interest
it is quite equal to anything Prof essor Roberts has yet produced.
This story will commence in our issue of November llth.

The fiction feature of next week's issue will be a short story
entitled, " Concerning a Child, " by W. A. Fraser, the well-known
Canadian novelist. This is a strong- story and deals with a topie
which is too often discussed behind closed doors. Its beauty and
its strength are so overpowering that we feel sure it will make
a profound impression.
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$1000 per acre is a con-
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turns made on an ac re of
Fraser Valley fruit land.

This thousand dollar yield
is assured every year-not
once in a while.

Write me now for par-
ticulars of My $150 to $350
per acre fruit lands. Pay-
ments over five years.
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